As part of MSA's Hostile Surveillance Program, HSS+ provides an on-the-ground, covert surveillance operative who discreetly monitors critical areas for hostile activity and conducts immediate follow up investigations to ascertain the nature of the threat. HSS+ operatives are trained to respond to threats posed by terrorism, criminal activity and workplace violence, and are directly integrated with a facility's Active Shooter Response Plan.

**WHY HSS+ IS INVALUABLE IN TODAY'S ENVIRONMENT**

- MSA is the only company that offers Hostile Surveillance Specialist service plus Active Shooter Response. *This combination, which is a direct response to today's environment, can only be provided by a team with the extensive expertise of MSA.*

- All HSS+ operatives are experienced and highly trained professionals with tactical proficiency to respond when necessary. *Bridging the gap until law enforcement arrives can be the difference between a minor event and a major tragedy.*

- HSS+ operatives are supported by the MSA Intelligence Analysis Team which is comprised of professionals from the law enforcement, government and private industry sectors. *An unmatched team of experts on the ground and behind the scenes ensures threats are understood and addressed before they have a chance to escalate.*

- MSA operatives are highly trained and discreet professionals that go unnoticed while at work. *Discreet protection gives you peace of mind without causing panic and disruption to your facility.*

**HSS+ OPERATIVES PROVIDE A LAYERED, COMPLETE SECURITY APPROACH TO ANTICIPATE AND ELIMINATE POTENTIAL THREATS.**

**MSA HSS+ MAINTAINS BUSINESS-AS-USUAL**

- An aggressive protest group gathered outside a leading financial institution. HSS+ personnel were able to integrate themselves into the group and inform the institution's security managers of the group's impact on its protection plan. Close contact and in-depth understanding of the situation allowed MSA to mitigate threat and ensure client's executives were protected at all times.

**CONTACT**  JESSICA HAGSTROM  |  212-509-1336 x232  |  jhagstrom@msasecurity.net
“HSS+ operatives are highly trained, experienced surveillance detection experts that provide tactical protection to anticipate, prevent and eliminate threats before they occur.”